
Charles Darwin School 
Year 8 Welcome 

I hope you and you families are well.  

If you are worried regarding your own mental health or that of another student, please email me your concern on 
gwo@cdarwin.com alternatively Mrs Haywood on jha@cdarwin.com thank you to those who have already done so. 

Mr Woods 

 

 If you have a concern regarding your mental health or that of another student please email  
Mr Woods on gwo@cdarwin.com or Mrs Haywood on jha@cdarwin.com 

Options update 
Now that almost all of you have submitted your options I wanted to update you on what happens next. Over the next 
couple of weeks Mr Simpson will be transferring them onto his super - secret software that helps him group students 
into the subjects they have chosen and build their timetable. After this, so most likely just after the half-term break at 
the beginning of June, he will contact some parents regarding any issues, clashes or classes with over capacity to 
make sure that everything fits. 

From previous years nearly all students get option 1 and 2. The vast majority get 1, 2 and 3 and most get all four of 
their options. In previous years he has made around 50-60 calls regarding these issues and he will let you know 
whether you are able to have option 5 or 6. If no contact has been made the chances are you have got all four of your 
options. Please do answer the phone if he calls otherwise you will not know that you have not received all four 
options until you are given your timetable.  

Generally we confirm all students’ options right at the end of the school year leading into Year 9 otherwise there 
would be issues with students disengaging with subjects they are not continuing which would have a negative impact 
on others learning. If we remain in lock down until the end of the school year we will aim to confirm the options sooner 
if we can. 

What I have been up to this week 
This week I have been very busy with lots of different activities. First of all I finally managed to 
catch a Mewtwo on Pokemon Go. Since October 2018 I have been stuck with 150 of 151 
Pokemon first discovered in the Kanto region. On many occasions had this illusive pocket 

monster evaded my capture over the past 18 months or so and I 
had all but given up. Thanks to my daily walk and a burning 
ambition that I “gotta catch em all” I did manage to finally, catch 
them all. Yes I play Pokemon Go – get over it. 
 
Whilst on the topic of Pokemon we also got the Pokemon Monopoly 
down from the loft to have a good argument and ate cake. Yes I 
have Pokemon Monopoly – get over it. 
 
Monday was Star Wars day and I very much enjoyed that. A trip into 
school with my Chewbacca mask was great fun although it didn’t 
make the phone calls I was making very easy at all. This was 
followed by a back to back movie marathon for most of the week. 
Yes I love Star Wars – get over it. 
 
Some of you may be aware my Fiancée is a Primary School teacher 

and this week she set her Year 2 class the task of making a butterfly out of paper and clothes 
pegs. It actually looked pretty straight forward to make (not that I did it – I am a bit too left 

handed for arts and crafts). Here is the Butterfly 
that I have been flying around the house all week.  
 
Have a go especially if you have younger siblings!  
https://www.instagram.com/p/B9SK0aMhd_m/ 
 
Yes I like playing with butterflies made out of clothes pegs – get over it. 
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VE Day 
Finally I finished the week with VE Commemorations! I know that many of you will be aware from your discussions in 
History lessons, with family members and as well as the research in your home learning History projects what VE 
Day is but here is just a reminder of what it is and what we commemorate and celebrate. VE Day stand for Victory in 
Europe Day. It is the day that is celebrated throughout the world due to the formal acceptance of the Nazi’s 
unconditional surrender to the allied forces bringing the end of World War 2 to a close.  
 
For me war is far too often glamourized and romanticized in films, games and poetry misleading people into not 
understanding the sacrifices that were made during war time. In light of the current crisis we are facing with the Covid
-19 pandemic we can begin to see the devastation World War 2 caused across the world. It is estimated around 75 
million people lost their lives during World War 2. 20 million of those fighting the war, 40 million ordinary civilians like 
you and me. Furthermore with the shortages of food in shops that took place for a few weeks we can begin to see 
the panic that food shortages during the war would have had and why many took up growing their own vegetables 
and why it was necessary to ration for 14 years, long after the war was over. We can be thankful that despite 
difficulties we do all have access to food in shops and food banks. 
 
People in this country often see World War 2 as a war between England and Germany whereas in fact there were 
around 30 countries that all fought to overcome Nazi invasions across the world. Not just Europe, but Asia, Africa, 
Australasia, and the America’s all fighting together. I feel World War 2 also stands out to us as the time Jews were 
persecuted and killed in mass numbers across Europe due to the horrors of the Holocaust. It should not be forgotten, 
all of the other minority groups that were persecuted at this time as well. People whose skin is a different colour, 
people with disabilities and homosexuals were amongst those abused during the Holocaust. 
 
It baffles me how some people can still be racist and homophobic 75 years after this war. A War in which all corners 
of the globe stood up and fought back against racism. As a nation we have developed a lot since World War 2. Being 
accepting and tolerant of others. VE Day should be truly celebrated by all across the globe for what this War did in 
bringing countries forward, evolving their understanding of one another.  
 
I know that many of you took to your gardens for community socially distanced celebrations! The most important part 
of the day for me was at 11am. It is the time where we reflected and showed our gratitude to those who lost their 
lives so that we can live freely. An event like this can sometimes help us evaluate our mind-set. Be grateful for what 
we have. Be more tolerant of those around us. Maybe even Bob. 
 
This week I know you had a History project due so hopefully next week I will be able to share many of your projects! 

What you have been up to 
 

Josh Bacon has been very busy outdoors. He has been building a planter for bedding plants 
out of wooden pallets that were going to go to waste. Over the next week he is going to be filling it 
with soil and planting some seeds. This use of recycling is really impressive and the skill you have 
shown will surely come in handy for Product Design next year! 

 
Whilst feeling inspired by her research in History, Maddie Waller thought 
ahead of the VE Day Commemorations and made her very own Anderson 
shelter! 
 
Alfie Ingram has also been very busy this week and has built a bird 
house in the back garden with his Dad. This is another really impressive and 
practical home project. Well done! 

Birthdays 
 

Happy birthday to all of you celebrating your birthdays at this week! 
 
Lewis Longley, Cameron Edwards-Hann, Harrison Payne-Gilchrist, Mia 
Freeman and Abigail Benham.  

   
Last week I let you know it is Mrs Haywood’s birthday. Here is how she 
celebrated! 
 
Next Saturday is also my birthday! In the next Newsletter I may treat you 
to some pictures of me on my 13th Birthday. I will also try and share the 
celebrations of my 25th with you. 
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Stars of the Week 
This week I have been sent loads of quality work and commendations of students who have been working hard and 
to a great standard.  
 
Alfie Brown has been commended several times this week, first he has presented detailed 
History work with independent research. Second the English department have been impressed as 
he has sent through a lot of quality work including comprehension, grammar and persuasive 
writing tasks. He has also been commended by Science for a whole load of research in different 
topic areas. Finally he has been praised for his impressive logo design in Technology. Well done 
Alfie! 
 
Eloise Butterworth for completing her Geography work to a high standard. 
 
Emmy Vince for her hard work and quality in French. 
 
Jack Maslin for his movie themed toilet roll challenge. 
 
Jack Stone has shown a great resilience in completing his work even when he got stuck. 
 
Jon Wilson for completing his Geography work to a high standard. 
 
Lewis Longley for his fantastic Chocolate project in Technology. 
 
Lucy Pitt for her hard work and quality in French. 
 
Maddie Waller has produced some excellent Maths work this week. 
 
Melody Matthews for her work in Computer Science. 
 
Olivia Zirgulyte for her hard work and quality in French. 
 
Oscar Brocklehurst for his hard work and quality in French. 
 
Phoebe Keenor for her amazing Artwork. 
 
Rubi Sleight for her movie themed toilet roll challenge. 
 
Scarlett Towersey for excellent work in R.E. 
 
Sophia Keenor for her excellent Artwork. 
 
Sophie Halliday for completing her Geography work to a high standard. 
 
Sophie Hanlon has received a recommendation from her form tutor who has been really 
impressed with her routine, hard work and the help she is giving at home. Sophie has also been 
mentioned for her exemplary French work this week. 
 
Toby Teather performed a fantastic monologue as the Genie in Aladdin. He'd learnt all of 
his lines and had made use of some ingenious costume and props. 

As mentioned last week I received some great feedback from your Science teachers regarding 
your zoo projects. Please see below from the Science department.  

Ellie Berry for her research on Prof Brian Cox. 

Evan Foster for some interesting research about Baroness Susan Greenfield. 

Evie Thompson and Chloe McGonigal have sent some lovely work on the reactivity series and                    
electromagnets. 

Imogen Nevard for a really detailed and informative zoo leaflet and research. 

Lily-May Roberts and Tamira Kimera for two really interesting pieces of research about James Dyson - did 
you know his degrees are in Art and not Science or Engineering? And his company is now worth billions! 
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Scarlett Towersey for some really in depth research about biomes and animals to prepare for her zoo  
leaflet. 
 
Sophie Halliday has produced some fantastic work including her London Zoo information posters.  
 
Well done to Jack Maslin for completing each week's Science work so far - a great attitude and real perseverance! 
 

What I have learned this week: 
 

Ellie Berry taught me about walruses and duck-billed platypuses and their genus and species. 
 
George Fisher taught me that there was a big difference in life span between Indian and African elephants 
(African elephants can live up to 20 years longer!). 
 
Imogen Nevard showed me that baby Tapirs are stripy and very cute. 
 
Oliver Rooney taught me that penguins can see better underwater than on land, and that two toed sloths 
can eat so much that if you weigh them after dinner, their weight has increased by one third! 
 
Olivia Persson taught me that Humboldt Penguins make their nests in bird poop!  
 
Scarlett Towersey taught me that coyotes, wolves and dogs are all very closely related as they are all in the 
same genus but are different species (so can't breed); they are as closely related to lions and tigers! 
 
Sophia Kenward has also produced a fantastic London Zoo leaflet for Science. It includes many interesting 

scientific facts and is presented with outstanding care.  
 
Talia Beale-Burke has taught me about Tapirs and Blue monkeys (Did you know that Tapirs can live for 30 
years and can wiggle their noses?) 
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Joke for the Week 
 

What did the cannibal do when she 
dumped her boyfriend? 

Wiped her bottom, flushed the chain 
and washed her hands. 

Riddle for the week 
 
I can't be seen, can't be felt, can't be 
heard and can't be smelt. You can 
find me behind the stars and under 
hills, I came at night, I follow day 
and empty holes I will fill.  

What am I? 

Recipe for the Week  
Mr Desai’s Dry Potato Curry  
Bombay Aloo in restaurants (which may be in a sauce) 
 
 

This week Mr Desai sent through a message with his mum. Mr Desai shared with me he has been looking after his 
mum during this time and she has been teaching him to cook some recipes. I asked if he could share one with you. 
This is what he had for us! 
 
 

Ingredients 

 Potatoes - 2/3 medium size potatoes - Cut into small pieces size of your thumb nail  

 Cooking Oil - 3 tablespoon 

 Mustard seeds - 1 teaspoon 

 Coriander - A small handful chopped 

 1/2 cup of water  
 
These are your Spices 

 Salt - 2 teaspoons 

 Turmeric - 1 tablespoon 

 Red Chilli Powder - 2 teaspoons, more if you want it spicy 

 Curry Powder - 1 teaspoon 

 Sugar- 1 teaspoon 
 
Method 
Put a Non stick pan on cooker, medium heat 
Put in oil, wait for it to warm up a little bit 
Put in mustard seeds, they will soon make a popping noise  
IMMEDIATELY when the popping noise stops put your potatoes in pan, no water at this stage 
Put your SPICES in pan 
Stir it all 
Put in your water  
Taste a small bit and if you want to add anymore more spices to it then do so, but be careful not to put too much salt 
in it as it will ruin your dish 
Put in your chopped Coriander 
Turn down the heat and leave the pan on the cooker 
Keep checking them until potatoes are soft 
 
The beauty of this dish is you can enjoy it in many ways. In a tortilla as a wrap with salad filling, in a pitta bread with 
salad, make a sandwich, make it a  toasted sandwich if you wish. Have it as a side dish with chicken/lamb or fish 
curry and rice or have it the traditional way with chapatti’s, rice, dal, yogurt or raita 
 
If you need a recipe for a Chicken Curry then please let your HOY know and I will happily speak to our Masterchef 
(my mum). 

I have also seen some wonderful History projects this week and the History department have 
asked me to give a special mention of praise to the following: 
 
Adam Barnes, Calum Smith, Chloe McGonigal, Ellie Berry, Emma Pini, Emmy Vince, 
Gabriella Ormston, Lewis Longley, Samuel Wilkinson, Sophie Hanlon and Verity Hollands. 

 

 Answer to last week’s riddle - Your breath  


